
ORDER NO. 

ENTERED 

22-071 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION 

OF OREGON 

AR626 

In the Matter of 

Rulemaking Regarding Certificate of Public 
Convenience and Necessity. 

ORDER 

Mar 11, 2022 

DISPOSITION: AHD'S RECOMMENDATIONS ADOPTED WITH MODIFICATIONS 

This order memorializes our decision, made and effective at our February 1, 2022 Special 
Public Meeting, to adopt, with some modifications, the Administrative Hearings Division's 
recommendations in this matter. As noted at the Special Public meeting, we look forward to 
engaging with stakeholders during the formal rulemaking process. 

The Report with the recommendations is attached as Appendix A. The modifications 
discussed are reflected in the draft rules attached to Appendix A. 

Made, entered, and effective Mar 11, 2022 
-------------

Megan W. Decker 
Chair 

Letha Tawney 
Commissioner 

Mark R. Thompson 
Commissioner 

A party may request rehearing or reconsideration of this order under ORS 7 56.561. A request for 
rehearing or reconsideration must be filed with the Commission within 60 days of the date of 
service of this order. The request must comply with the requirements in OAR 860-001-0720. 
A copy of the request must also be served on each party to the proceedings as provided in 
OAR 860-001-0180(2). A party may appeal this order by filing a petition for review with the 
Circuit Court for Marion County in compliance with ORS 183.484. 
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REGULAR 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION OF OREGON 
AHD REPORT 

SPECIAL PUBLIC MEETING DATE: February 1, 2022 

CONSENT 

January 31, 2022 

RULEMAKING X EFFECTIVE DATE 

Public Utility Commission 

Christopher Allwein SIGNED 

THROUGH: Diane Davis and Nolan Moser 

SUBJECT: OREGON PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION ADMINISTRATIVE 
HEARINGS DIVISION: (Docket No. AR 626) - Changes to Rules 
Governing Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity. 

AHD RECOMMENDATION: 

N/A 

Finalize proposed, additional rule changes governing petition requirements for 
and the issuance of Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity (CPCN) as 
described below and as shown in Attachment 1, and issue notice of proposed 
rulemaking for changes to administrative rules governing the CPCN rules. 

DISCUSSION: 

Issue: 

Whether the Public Utility Commission of Oregon (Commission) should issue a 
notice of proposed rulemaking for changes to administrative rules governing 
CPCNs. 

Applicable Law 

Pursuant to ORS 756.060, the Commission "may adopt and amend reasonable 
and proper rules and regulations relative to all statutes administered by the 
commission ... " The Oregon Administrative Procedures Act sets forth the process 
for administrative rulemaking. 

Under ORS 758.015(1 ), when any person or transmission company providing 
electric utility service proposes to construct an overhead transmission line for 
which the condemnation of land or an interest in land is necessary, that person 
must petition the Public Utility Commission of Oregon for a CPCN. If the 
Commission grants a CPCN, the transmission line for which the land is required 
becomes a public use and necessary for public convenience. 
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Analysis 

Background 
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This memo presents proposed changes to the CPCN rules for transmission lines. 
Proposed AHO changes are in addition to or modify those already proposed by 
Staff and stakeholders during the informal rulemaking process, for rule OAR 860-
025-0030, and for new rules OAR 860-025-0035 and OAR 860-025-0040. 

On September 24, 2019, the Commission adopted Staff's recommendation 
(Order No. 19-311) to begin the rulemaking process. Over the course of two 
years, Staff held workshops, worked cooperatively with stakeholders, and 
presented several iterations of proposed rule changes as detailed in the 
November 24, 2021 Staff Report. In the report, Staff explained the background 
behind the proposed changes, the substance of the proposed changes, and 
recommended that the Commission issue notice of rulemaking. 
At the December 2, 2021 Regular Public Meeting, the Commissioners noted the 
extensive work conducted by Staff and stakeholders to update the CPCN rules. 
The Commissioners requested that AHO make additional proposed changes to 
the existing and proposed rules prior to issuing notice of rulemaking. 

Overview 

AHO subsequently worked to consider additional changes to rules, as directed by 
the Commission, and reflected in Attachment 1. Those changes are discussed 
below, and seven numbered areas of Commission consideration are highlighted: 

Summary and Discussion of AHO Changes to Staff's Proposed Draft Rules 

OAR 860-025-0030 

OAR 860-025-0030 sets forth requirements for a CPCN petition. The November 
24, 2021 Staff Report details Staff's proposed changes, which included 
housekeeping changes, grammatical edits, and additional information to be 
included in a CPCN petition. The proposed AHO edits in Attachment 1 include 
grammatical edits for clarity. Additional AHO edits include the following: 

• The mapping requirements are now consolidated under 2(c) in order to list 
all required information in one place. Map requirements were also 
previously listed under 2(f). 
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Outstanding items for Commissioner Discussion at the February 1, 2022 SPM 
include: 

1. Part 2(e) requires the petitioner to include "An explanation of the financial 
feasibility of the proposed transmission line, including the kind, nature, 
extent, and estimated growth of the energy requirements or reasonably 
anticipated need, load or demand, for as relevant to the proposed 
transmission line." 

Discussion: Item 2(e) requests "an explanation," or an expansion, of items 2(n) 
and 2(o). Item 2(n) requests the most recent load forecasts and, when feasible, 
a load forecast extending at least ten years. Item 2(o) requests the petitioner's 
analysis of how the line assists with redundancy or reliability. Therefore, Item 
2(e) could remain in the rules, as it requests additional narrative of both of these 
items, or it could be consolidated within 2(n) and 2(o) to add the narrative 
requirement to one or both of these individual requested items. 

2. Part 2U) requires the petitioner to include "Estimated bill impacts." This 
requirement could be altered to a require estimated rate impacts or 
eliminated. 

Discussion: A demonstration of specific customer impacts may not be 
necessary for evaluating a petition. A proposed alternative is that this item 
should instead request a revenue requirement estimate coupled with the 
language of the request being "used solely for the purposes of evaluating the 
petition." 

Staff commented that bill impacts may be helpful to assess what the cost impact 
would look like beyond just total costs of a project. Staff further noted that during 
initial discussions there was significant, initial stakeholder support for such an 
analysis. Staff also noted objections from utilities for requesting a revenue 
requirement. Utilities stated that that a revenue requirement was too onerous, as 
it would require a rate case-level analysis would be necessary to arrive at rate 
impacts. Further, utilities were concerned that such rate estimates would be 
subsequently binding when seeking cost recovery. 

Stakeholders offered that a bill impact analysis would be more viable as opposed 
to a rate impact analysis. It was also noted that bill impacts may provide more 
useful information in terms of ultimate customer impact. However, Staff noted 
there was also significant pushback for a bill impact analysis in more recent 
discussions. Finally, Staff noted that it found a bill impact analysis useful in a 
recent case. 
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3. Part 2(1) requires the petitioner to include "all costs incurred by petitioner 
to develop the transmission line prior to filing the petition." 

Discussion: It was unclear whether this was necessary information to include in 
a CPCN petition for evaluation. Staff noted that it may be helpful as a 
demonstration of how much a utility has invested in furtherance of a particular 
route prior to submitting a CPCN petition. If this requirement is retained, this item 
could be consolidated in a different section requesting estimated project costs. 

An alternative is to include similar language, such as "already incurred and 
forecasted" in item 2(d)(E), and then eliminate item 2(1). Another alternative is to 
request this information through Staff's standard data requests. 

4. Part (3) requires an explanation from the petitioner of why it cannot 
include land use compliance information as listed in OAR 860-025-0040(2) 
and (4). 

Discussion: Staff explained that the intention of this proposed rule modification 
is to allow the review of a submitted petition to continue, rather than rejecting it 
for being incomplete, in the event it was not possible for the petitioner to include 
documentation demonstrating compliance with the Statewide Planning Goals. 
The development and insertion of a waiver process was recommended as a way 
to clarify the rule. 

Recommendation: Replace the propose rule with a waiver process: 

(3) At the time of filing, if the petitioner cannot include documentation to support a 
finding under OAR 860-025-0040(2) or (4), the petitioner must submit a request 
for a waiver concurrent with the petition. The petitioner will provide notice that 
the petition includes a request for waiver at the time of filing. The waiver request 
must include: 

(a) The specific part of the rule under OAR 860-025-0040 for which a waiver 
is being sought: 

(b) An explanation that clearly and comprehensively explains the need for the 
waiver, including a narrative of why the required documentation cannot be 
obtained, along with any reliable evidence to support and verify the 

(c) 

(d) 

petitioner's claim that such documentation cannot be obtained: 
In the event that the petitioner seeks a waiver for OAR 860-025-0040(2): 
the petitioner shall request that the Commission make its findings under 
OAR 860-025-0040(3). 
In the event that the petitioner seeks a waiver for OAR 860-025-0040(4), 
the petitioner will provide information from the relevant, pending Energy 
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Facilities Siting Council (EFSC) proceeding to demonstrate that EFSC 
approval is being sought. 

(e) Staff will review the waiver request upon receipt of the petition. If Staff 
finds the waiver request is reasonable and adequately supported, it will 
recommend the Commission approve the waiver request within 90 days of 

(t) 
the receipt of the petition at a regular public meeting. 
If Staff finds the waiver request is not supported, it will recommend the 
Commission make a finding that the petition is incomplete and that it will 
not be considered by the Commission, pursuant to 860-025-0030(4). 

OAR 860-025-0035 

This is a new rule, added by Staff, that describes the criteria the commission will 
consider when evaluating a petition for a CPCN. Additional AHD edits include 
the following: 

• Part (a) provides for whether a proposed transmission line will meet a 
demonstrated need. Discussion of alternative facilities is moved out of 
this section. 

• Part (b) provides for whether a proposed transmission line will be 
constructed, operated and maintained in a safe manner and complies with 
applicable commission rules. The phrase "best industry" is added in front 
of "practices." 

• Part (c) provides for a consideration of the practicability and feasibleness 
of a proposed transmission line. The phrase "in a commercially 
reasonable manner'' is added to the description of how the proposed 
transmission line construction will be considered. 

• Part (d) provides for consideration of the public benefits and costs of the 
proposed transmission line. The comparison with alternatives is now a 
part of this section. 

• Part (4) of this rule is a redundant recital of existing Commission authority 
and is deleted. 

Outstanding items for Commissioner Discussion at the February 1, 2022 SPM 
include: 

5. Part (b): AHD considered other, specific items for addition in part (b), such 
as wildfire preparedness or climate change considerations. 

Discussion: It is recommended to add specific items for which information is 
desired or necessary into Staff's standard data requests (SDRs). Staff's SDRs 
will provide a flexible space for adding in specific circumstances and evolving, 
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future industry standards related to transmission line construction, operation and 
maintenance. 

6. Part (d): AHO considered other, specific items for addition in part (d), such 
as environmental justice. 

Discussion: Similar to part (b), it was agreed that specific questions about 
particular items and issues would be added into Staff's SDRs. Staff's SDRs will 
provide a flexible space for adding in specific circumstances and future public 
benefit and public interest considerations related to approval of a proposed 
transmission line. 

OAR 860-025-0040 

This is a new rule created by Staff. Staff relocated the existing sections (2), (3), 
and (4) of OAR 860-025-0030. This rule sets forth how the Commission will 
make findings when issuing a CPCN for a proposed transmission line that will be 
in compliance with statewide planning goals and land use regulations, and 
compatibility with acknowledged plans and regulations. 

Outstanding item for Commissioner Discussion at the February 1, 2022 SPM 
include: 

7. Part (4) of this rule is meant to delay final action of consideration of a 
proposed transmission line until the Energy Facilities Siting Council 
(EFSC) issues a site certificate for the transmission line. 

Discussion: This is included as a discussion item to review the language and 
ensure that this rule part achieves the intended result. 

PROPOSED COMMISSION MOTION: 

Adopt the proposed rules as modified by AHO, along with any changes made at 
the February 1, 2022 Special Public Meeting, and issue notice of proposed 
rulemaking for changes to administrative rules governing Certificates of Public 
Convenience and Necessity. 
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Chapter 860 
Public Utility Commission 

860-025-0030 
Petitions for Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity (CPCN) for Construction of 
Overhead Transmission Lines 

(1) Petitions under ORS 758.015, for a certificate of public convenience and necessity to construct an 
overhead transmission line, which will necessitate a condemnation of land or an interest therein, must 
be filed in accordance with OAR 860-001-0170. shall contain the following information: 

(2) Petitions under ORS 758.015 must contain the following information: 

(a) The information required under OAR 860 025 0005ORS 758.015 and the additional information 
set forth in this rule. 

(b) A thorough detailed description and the p'l:l:l'pose of the information listed in subsection (c) of 
this rule, including but not limited to the proposed transmission line v,zliich shall include but not be 
limited to a genefal descfiption of the prnposed route, voltage and capacity of the line. The pfoject 
description should be in must include a comprehensive narrative that provides sufficient detail to 
enable a full understanding of the public convenience, necessity and justification in the public interest 
for the proposed transmission line and the benefits to be derived therefrom, and to enable a 
determination of its safety and practicability under normal and emergency conditions, as well as 
the foreseeable or potential consequences of not building the proposed transmission line . 

( c) A comprehensive narrative of the transmission line project, which must be accompanied by a 
A map or maps that are drawn to appropriate scale showing the general location and boundafies of 
petitionef' s sefVice afea to be connected Of sen•ed by the pfoposed transmission line and showing, by-
appropriate distinguishing colors and symbols, but not limited to, depict the following information: 

(A) A general location and boundaries of petitioner's service area to be connected or served by 
the proposed transmission line. 

00 Proposed route, voltage, and capacity of the proposed transmission line. 

(Bg Available alternate transmission line routes analyzed by petitioner, if any. 

(G!!) Other transmission lines and substations of petitioner connecting,-Bf serving, or capable of being 
adopted to connect or serve the areas covered by the proposed transmission line, if any. 

(9)0 The terminals, substations, sources of energy, and load centers, existing or proposed, related to 
the proposed pfoject transmission line and its intended operation, including the proposed 
transmission line itself. 

(Bfil Land to be condemned Each parcel of land and any interests therein that the petitioner has 
either acquired or must acquire to construct and operate the transmission line. The parcels of 
land and any interests therein that the petitioner must still acquire must be clearly marked, and 
must clearly show the general contour, uses, and improvements along that portion of the 
proposed route, inclusive of structures and agricultural uses. 
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( d) An estimate of both already incurred and forecasted the-cost! of developing the transmission 
line project.2..including: 

(A) Parcels of l:,....land and la+i:d rights te be e0Bdemned any interests therein for which 
condemnation is necessary at the time of the petition. 

(B) Other parcels of land and any interests therein la+i:d rights acquired or to be acquired. 

(C) Transmission facilities, including but not limited to, poles, lines, substations, accessory and 
miscellaneous labor, plant, and equipment inclusive of any communication apparatus and 
environmental mitigations. 

(D) Substatien, aeeesser a+i:d misee1la+1:e0us laber, plant a+i:d equipment. 

(BID Indirect and overhead costs including engineering, legal expenses, taxes, interest during 
construction, and itemized administrative and general expenses. 

(FE) Any other costs, direct or indirect, relating to the transmission line project including but not 
limited to operating and maintenance costs of the project. 

(GI) Sueh e Explanation of the foregoing various cost estimates as needed to enable a full 
understanding of their basis and derivation. 

(e) An explanation of the financial feasibility of the proposed projeet transmission line, ineludiBg the 
kind, Bature, exteBt, a+i:d estimated growth of the eBergy requiremeBts or reasoBably a+i:tieipated Beed, 
load or dema+i:d, fer as rele¥ant to the proposed tra+i:smission line. 

(f) A description of the property parcels ofland and any interest! therein to be eondemBed, for 
which condemnation is necessary at the time of the petition, a full explanation of the intended use, 
and the specific necessity and convenience of each. fer the taking of said property: 

(,A_.) A map must be iBeluded whereoB the land to be eondenmed is elearly marked, a+i:d the general 
eontour, eulture, a+i:d improvements aloBg that portioB of the route are elearly shovm. 

tB)- The description must be accompanied by +-the names and addresses of all persons who have 
interests, known or of record, in the land to be affected or traversed by the proposed route from whom 
appliea+i:t petitioner has not acquired the necessary interest, rights of way or option therefor. 
Petitioner must include with the petition a certificate of service verifying that notice of the 
petition has been mailed to said persons. 

(g) A statement and explanation with supporting data comparable to that described in subsections ( d) 
and ( e) of this section for possible alternative routes analyzed by petitioner. 

(h) Such additional information as may be needed for a full understanding of the situation petition. 

(i) Sueh iBfermatioB a+i:d supportiBg data Heeded fer the CoHlIBissioB to satisfy the la+i:d use fmdings 
requiremeBt deseribed iB seeti0Bs (2), (3), a+i:d (4) of this rule. A summary of petitioner's plan to 
ensure compliance with applicable Commission rules, including but not limited to OAR Chapter 
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860, Division 24, and other safety standards for the safe construction, operation and 
maintenance of the transmission line. Petitioner must include a certificate executed by an 
authorized representative of petitioner affirming that it will adhere to the applicable 
Commission rules and other applicable safety standards for construction operation and 
maintenance of the transmission line. The representative's certificate must be a sworn statement 
under ORS 162.055 attesting to the truth of the certification. 

(i) Estimated bill impacts. At a minimum, petitioner must include an estimate of the proiected 
average monthly bill increase for its customers in each Oregon customer class that may 
experience a rate increase, given the estimated revenue requirement. A bill impact analysis 
provided under this rule is used solely for purposes of evaluating the petition. 

(k) Public benefits and costs of the transmission line, if any, that are reasonably known to 
petitioner, including but not limited to: 

(A) Costs and benefits to petitioner's Oregon ratepayers and ratepayers of other Oregon utilities 
and to Oregonians in general. 

(B) Costs and benefits that the proposed transmission line will provide related to connection to 
regional and inter-regional grids. 

(I) ,A,. statement of all costs incurred by petitioner to denlop the transmission line prior to filing 
the petition. 

Om) A review of and reference to regulatory approvals and reviews that concern, analyze or 
otherwise discuss the proposed transmission line, such as an integrated resource plan 
acknowledgement, other short- or long-term planning documents, construction work plans filed 
with a regulatory body, and any relevant site certificate issued by the Energy Facility Siting 
Council. 

(mB) The most recent load forecasts available to petitioner supporting need for the line. The load 
forecasts shall, when feasible, include a load forecast of at least 10 years., and an accompanying 
narrative explaining the kind, nature, extent, and estimated growth of the energy requirements 
or reasonably anticipated need, load or demand, as relevant to the proposed transmission line. 

{on) Supporting analysis, conducted and prepared by or for the petitioner, if the petitioner 
alleges that the transmission line provides needed redundancy or reliability. 

(po) An evaluation of available alternatives to construction of the transmission line, including 
but not limited to conservation measures, non-wires alternatives, and construction of one or 
more lower-voltage single or multi-circuit lines. The petitioner may make reference to relevant 
sections of its most recent integrated resource plan QRP) filed under OAR 860-027-0400, or a 
planning document substantially equivalent to an IRP. 

(gp) Electrical engineering studies and reliability or resiliency analyses supporting the necessity 
of the transmission line when relevant, including those addressing single and multiple 
contingencies. 

(l'q) A narrative that identifies all land use approvals and permits required for construction of 
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the transmission line. This narrative must include information on whether petitioner has 
submitted an application for each approval or permit, the status of all such applications, and an 
explanation as to why petitioner did not obtain any pending or outstanding approvals or permits 
before submitting a petition under this rule as applicable. 

(sr) When filing a petition, a petitioner must also submit its responses to the most recent version 
of the Standard Data Requests for Petitions for Certificates of Public Convenience and 
Necessity, approved by the Commission and available at [insert weblink). 

(i~ The Commissioa, as part of its approval of a Certificate of Public Coaveaieace aad Necessity, 
shall adopt fiadiags vthich asS¼l:fe the pfoposed tfaasmissioa pfoject complies with the State•.vide 
Planniag Goals aad is compatible with the acknowledged comprnheasive plaa(s) aad laad use 
rngulatioas of each local governmeat ,vhern the pfoject is to be located. The Commissioa's fiadiags 
shall be de•;eloped Ufldef the mies aad procedUfes m the Commissioa's state ageacy coofdinatioa 
program pUfsuant to ORS 197.180. A petition may not be filed under this rule unless the petitioner 
ineludes with the petition aU neeessary doeumentation to support a finding under Of...R 8(;0 02S 
0040(2) or (4). If the petitioner eannot inelude doeumentation to support findings under OAR 
8(;0 02S 0040(2) or (4), petitioner must inelude an e:x:planation of why it eannot do so and request 
that the Commission make its findings under OAR 860 02S 0040(3). 

(3) At the time of filing, if the petitioner cannot include documentation to support a finding under 

OAR 860-025-0040(2) or ( 4), the petitioner must submit a request for a waiver concurrent with the 

petition. The petitioner will provide notice that the petition includes a request for waiver at the time 

of filing. The waiver request must include: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

The specific part of the rule under OAR 860-025-0040 for which a waiver is being 

sought; 

An explanation that clearly and comprehensively explains the need for the waiver, 

including a narrative of why the required documentation cannot be obtained, along with 

any reliable evidence to support and verify the petitioner's claim that such 

documentation cannot be obtained; 

In the event that the petitioner seeks a waiver for OAR 860-025-0040(2); the petitioner 

shall request that the Commission make its findings under OAR 860-025-0040(3). 

In the event that the petitioner seeks a waiver for OAR 860-025-0040(4), the petitioner 

will provide information from the relevant, pending Energy Facilities Siting Council 

(EFSC) proceeding to demonstrate that EFSC approval is being sought. 

Staff will review the waiver request upon receipt of the petition. If Staff finds the 

waiver request is reasonable and adequately supported, it will recommend the 

Commission approve the waiver request within 90 days of the receipt of the petition at 

a regular public meeting. 

If Staff finds the waiver request is not supported, it will recommend the Commission 

make a finding that the petition is incomplete and that it will not be considered by the 

Commission, pursuant to 860-025-0030(4). 
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(~ If a petition is filed that does not include the information required under this rule, or the 
petitioner does not provide responses to all of the Standard Data Requests for Petitions for 
Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity, as required by this rule, the Commission may 
notify the petitioner that the filing is incomplete and will not be considered by the Commission. 
The C0mmissi0H's la.Ha l¾se findiags assmi:Hg the prepesed pn>ject's geal cemplia.Hce a.Ha plaH 
cempatieility shall be eased 0H the hearing Fec0Fa, vlhich shall iHcrade at least 0He ef the follevliag: 

(a) A cepy efthe lecal laHa Hse peFH1:it fi:em each affected city 0F cmmty plaHHing ageHoy, emlElmg 
G0f)artmeHt, OF goyemiag body statiag that the preposed tmasmissioH preject has FeceiYea the 
jmisaictioH's appreYal; OF 

(e) A COfJY ofa letteF from each affected local platlfliH-g ageHcy, emlaing G0f)artmeHt, oF goYemiHg 
body statiHg that the preposed traHsmissieH prnject is peFH1:ittea ooaeF the jmisaictioH's compFeheHsiYe 
plaH, la.Ha Hse FegwatioHs, a.Ha dewlopmeHt codes, em <lees Hot FeqHiFe specific appro•1al by the 
jmisaictioH; OF 

(c) OtheF WritteH or eral la.Ha \¾Se iHfofffiatiOH a.HG 000W1leHtatioH eqm'lalefft to OAR 860 025 
0030(3)(a) OF (e) a1Joye prnperly pFeseHtea to the CommissioH from an al¾thoriz3ea F0f)reSeHtati'le fi:em 
each affected city OF col¾llty; OF 

(cl) CommissieH goal compliaHce filldiags adopted pl¾Fsl¾aHt to OAR 660 030 0065(3) iH siruatioHs 
wheH the CommissioH is ooaele to asS\¾£0 goal compliaHOe by actiHg cempatiely with oHe 0F more of 
the affected compFeheHsiYe pla.Hs. 

(4) If a prnposed traHsmissioH liHe is sl:lb:iect to the jmisaictioH of the EH&gy Facility Siting Cooocil 
(EFSC), the CommissieH shall adopt fiHdiHgs which assl¾Fe the f)Faject a.Ha rnl¾te ha'le eeoo certified by 
EFSC, aoo the rnqHirnmeHts of OAR 860 025 0030(2) aoo (3) shall Hot apply. 

OAR 860-025-0035 

(1) The Commission may approve a petition filed under OAR 860-025-0030 by determining the 
necessity, safety, practicability and justification in the public interest of the proposed 
transmission line upon consideration of the following: 

{a) Whether the transmission line will meet a demonstrated need for transmission of additional 
capacity or improved system reliability that enables the petitioner to provide or continue to 
provide adequate and reliable electricity service. 

{b) Whether the petitioner has demonstrated that it will ensure the transmission line is 
constructed, operated, and maintained in a manner that protects the public from danger and 
conforms with applicable Commission rules, and other applicable safety standards and best 
industry practices; 

{c) Whether the transmission line using petitioner's proposed route is practicable and feasible, 
whether it will be effectively and efficiently constructed in a commercially reasonable manner. 

{d) Whether petitioner has justified construction of the proposed transmission line as in the 
public interest, as compared with feasible alternatives for meeting the identified need, 
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considering the public benefits and costs of the project, as they relate to the land and interests in 
land proposed to be condemned, petitioner's existing facilities and equipment, petitioner's 
Oregon ratepayers, and other considerations that may be relevant, such as the benefits and costs 
as they relate to affected ratepayers of other Oregon utilities, connections to regional and inter
regional electricity grids and a petitioner's non-Oregon service territories, and all Oregonians. 

(e) The Commission may also consider other factors it deems relevant to the statutory criteria. 

(2) In evaluating a petition under this rule, the Commission will give due consideration to related 
regulatory reviews and permitting approvals as pertain to the proposed transmission line, if the 
transmission line has already been acknowledged or approved by regulatory or permitting 
authorities. 

(3) In the event a CPCN is granted, the certificate shall expire fifteen years from date of 
issuance, or if construction does not begin, within ten years of the date of issuance. Upon written 
request of a petitioner, the Commission may grant an extension on the term of a certificate for 
good cause shown. A request must be served on the service list for the associated CPCN docket, 
and if applicable, the docket for the petitioner's last acknowledged integrated resource plan. 

OAR 860-025-0040 

(1) The Commission, as part of its approval of a petition filed under OAR 860-025-0030, shall 
adopt findings which assure the proposed transmission project complies with the Statewide 
Planning Goals and is compatible with the acknowledged comprehensive plan(s) and land use 
regulations of each local government where the project is to be located. The Commission's 
findings shall be developed consistent with the rules and procedures in the Commission's state 
agency coordination program pursuant to ORS 197.180. 

(2) The Commission's land use findings assuring the proposed project's goal compliance and 
plan compatibility shall be based on the hearing record, which shall include at least one of the 
following: 

(a) A copy of the local land use permit from each affected city or county planning agency, 
building department, or governing body stating that the proposed transmission proiect has 
received the jurisdiction's approval; or 

(b) A copy of a letter from each affected local planning agency, building department, or 
governing body stating that the proposed transmission project is permitted under the 
jurisdiction's comprehensive plan, land use regulations, and development codes, but does not 
require specific approval by the jurisdiction; or 

(c) Other written or oral land use information and documentation equivalent to OAR 860-025-
0040(2)(a) or (b) above properly presented to the Commission from an authorized representative 
from each affected city or county. 

(3) In the event that the Commission cannot make findings under section (2) of this rule for any 
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of the reasons enumerated in OAR 660-030-0065(3), the Commission may adopt goal compliance 
findings pursuant to OAR 660-030-0065(3). 

( 4) If a proposed transmission line is subject to the jurisdiction of the Energy Facility Siting 
Council (EFSC), the Commission will not take final action until EFSC has issued a site 
certificate for the transmission line, and the requirements of OAR 860-025-0040(1}, (2), and (3) 
shall not apply. 
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